A PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDY

THE WALL
My name is Neal Harper. Clara and I were a happily married couple... once! But since the arrival of Snooky, hate seeped into the household and slowly began to disintegrate our love. I was frustrated at every move, at every turn... and Snooky was always to blame! You see, Snooky was Clara's pet cat...

Don't say "no" to me, you worm! I don't care how far it is to the grocers! You go! Snooky wants some milk before I put her to bed!

Y-yes, dear... I'm sorry, I... I'll go...

And that's how it was! Clara's love and affection were now centered on Snooky... and I was literally "out in the cold!"

It was always the same...

Neal Harper, don't you dare go near your chair while Snooky is sitting in it!

Yes, dear...

I wasn't the bold, assertive type who would fight back... probably wouldn't have done much good anyway... not against Clara...

You put that cream right back where you found it! It's Snooky's! I bought skim milk for you!

That snobby cat! I began to loathe it! Now I wished I had the nerve to wring its neck!

But it's my bed...

I'm sorry, Neal! You'll just have to sleep on the living-room couch for tonight! Snooky was sleeping there first, and I don't want to disturb her...

...Always the same! Don't do this! Don't do that! Snooky this, Snooky that! And it continually grew worse until I hated that cat so much, it nearly drove me to frenzy!

Snooky! Cats! Snooky! Snooky! Snooky!
HMM... I STARTED THIS BOOK SOME TIME AGO. I THINK I'LL FINISH IT TONIGHT.

YES! SNOKY! SNOKY! SNOKY! THAT'S ALL I HEAR AROUND THIS PLACE! YOU AND YOUR BLASTED CAT! YOU'RE DRIVING ME CRAZY!

IS MY LIDDÉW SNOKY ALL RIGHT NOW? POOR DARLING, YOU'RE SO FRIGHTENED, AREN'T YOU? POOR, POOR SNOKY...

'POOR, POOR SNOKY!' HA! SHE'S CAUSED NOTHING BUT TROUBLE EVER SINCE SHE CAME HERE, AND I'M GOING TO STOP IT ONCE AND FOR ALL!

POOR, POOR LIDDÉW SNOKY... POOR, DARLING, YOU'RE SO FRIGHTENED, AREN'T YOU?

CLARA, CLARA! SHE'S DEAD!

THUD!
I've killed her! Clara's dead. But I'm not sorry! I hate her! Her and that cat!

But I'll have to get rid of her body. Take it down to the cellar... maybe throw her in the furnace...

Bricks! Of course! I'll build a brick wall... and seal her dead body behind it!

I set to work feverishly. I'd never built a brick wall before... and I knew I didn't mix the cement correctly, but it would do.

Ha... this is easier than I thought! I should be finished by... what? Snooky!

Gat! Stop trying to get behind this wall! Clara can't do you anymore! Clara's dead!

Hours passed, and I continued working. With Snooky trying again and again to leap over the wall to be with Clara... and I, always chasing her off. Her time would come.

Get out of here! Scat!

Wait, Snooky, wait. I'll take care of you in a little while! Hen! Hen! Wait.
I searched the house from cellar to attic. I couldn't find Snooky again. I searched... more carefully this time, and still couldn't find her. She wasn't in the house...

Blast it! Where is that cat? Not in the house... I ransacked this place several times. Wait!

Suddenly I felt exhausted. Now that it was all over, I began to tremble slightly. The fear of killing Clara and Snooky was now overtaking me.

I... I must control myself. I need rest... I'll... I'll sleep... Go to bed.

The wall!... The wall where Clara is buried! Snooky was trying to get behind it... Maybe she sneaked over the wall when I wasn't looking... ???

That must be what happened! Snooky wanted to be with Clara! Ha! Ha! Now they'll be together... forever! Ha! Ha! Ha! Ha! Ha!

I'm finished. I feel better now that she's out of the way! Ha! Now to find Snooky and kill her.

I'm finished. I feel better now that she's out of the way! Ha! Now to find Snooky and kill her.

There! I'm finished. I feel better now that she's out of the way! Ha! Now to find Snooky and kill her.

Suddenly I felt exhausted. Now that it was all over, I began to tremble slightly. The fear of killing Clara and Snooky was now overtaking me.

I... I must control myself! I need rest... I'll... I'll sleep... Go to bed.

Fully clothed, I collapsed on the bed and instantly was asleep, but I slept fitfully, being plagued by terrifying nightmares of Clara and cats.

Fully clothed, I collapsed on the bed and instantly was asleep, but I slept fitfully, being plagued by terrifying nightmares of Clara and cats.
I Awoke next morning—felt retraced. I had slept long, but not well—not well at all.

Ohh—h... Those dreams! They completely unnerved me! I... I'm a nervous wreck! Maybe a drink will help...

But Snooky didn't keep quiet! She yowled and screamed interminably—she wouldn't die!

Day after day, night after night, I heard her piercing wails until my nerves were on the verge of splitting.

Shut up, do you hear? Shut up, in there! Stop it! Stop it!
I couldn't stand it! Finally, I decided I would have to kill her myself. I went to the cellar...

There! I've knocked out one brick down by the floor. I'll reach in, grab that cat... and throttle her!

I stretched my arm through the opening... a tight squeeze...

My hand groped about searchingly... trying to grasp the cat...

And then...

Ouch!

She bit me! Then in quick succession, her claws ripped through my flesh, her fangs gnawed my hand and fingers! I screamed!

Help! My arm! I can't get my arm out! Help!

My arm was being ripped and torn! I felt waves of knife-like pain surge through me. Warm blood trickled over my arm, through my fingers! Warm, sticky! Snooky wouldn't let go! She had me and was going to kill me! I couldn't get free! She was tearing me to shreds!
WHAT'S GOING ON HERE?

OFFICERS, SOMEONE HELP ME! SHOOKY, EATING MY ARM TO PIECES?! HELP! PLEASE LET ME FREE! I'LL DIE!

OKAY, MISTER! GRAB THAT PICK, JOE! WE'LL HAVE TO KNOCK DOWN THAT BRICK WALL!

TAKE IT EASY, MISTER... WE'LL HAVE YOUR ARM FREE IN A JIFFY?

HURRY! I'M BEING EATEN ALIVE! I'M...

HELP? PLEASE... GET ME FREE?

I'LL DIE...

OKAY, MISTER... YOU CAN PULL YOUR ARM FREE NOW.

SNOOKY... WASN'T BESIDE THE WALL... WASN'T EVEN IN THE HOUSE... JUST HAVING KITTENS? SHOOKY'S PIENGINS SHRIEKED THEY WERE ONLY IN MY MIND! I ONLY IMAGINED THEM!

SHOOKY, KITTY, KITTY!

THIS GUY'S BATTY! THERE'S NOTHING WRONG WITH HIS ARM AT ALL!

HEIL, LOOK! THIS CAT JUST CAME IN WITH HER NEW LITTER OF KITTENS! HERE, KITTY, KITTY.

NEVER MIND THE CAT, JOE? WE HAVE TO TAKE THIS GUY DOWN TO HEADQUARTERS? THERE'S A CORPSE BEHIND THIS WALL?

-THE END-
It was the most unusual fraternity initiation ever seen on the campus... or on any other campus, for that matter! The three pledges were taken out to the old Palmer home on that infamous night fifteen years ago, and instead of the place being amusingly haunted, it turned into a---

House of Horror

It was on a night in 1934 that this strange tale had its beginning. Today, fifteen years later, there is still no explanation for what happened at the Palmer Place!

Get a load of Les Wilton back there... scaring the wits out of those poor freshmen!

He's gone about preparing this house for the initiation as if it were the closing seconds of the big game!

He claims that even if it was just an old dump before... it is haunted now!
HERE'S YOUR LIGHT, HENDERSON... YOU MIGHT AS WELL START THE BALL ROLLING! AND REST AS-SURED OF ONE THING, BOYS... THIS IS NO SCHOOLBOY PRANK... AS YOU'LL SOON LEARN! HEH, HEH!

WAVE THAT LANTERN AT US FROM THE FIRST AND SECOND LANDINGS, HENDERSON AND JUST COOL YOUR HEELS IN THE ATTIC TILL I COME UP FOR YOU IF YOU'RE NOT ALREADY BATHED IN COLD SWEAT, THAT IS!

HERE'S YOUR LIGHT... HENDERSON YOU MIGHT AS WELL START THE BALL ROLLING! AND REST AS-SURED OF ONE THING, BOYS... THIS IS NO SCHOOLBOY PRANK... AS YOU'LL SOON LEARN! HEH, HEH!

YOU'RE DRIVING THESE FRESHMEN PRETTY HARD, LES... YOU MUST HAVE GIVEN THIS PLACE QUITE A BUILD-UP BECAUSE THEY LOOKED SCARED TO DEATH! FROM THE LOOK IN HENDERSON'S EYES, HE'D KILL YOU IN A MINUTE IF HE HAD THE CHANCE!

THERE HE IS NOW, WAVING THAT LANTERN AT THE FIRST FLOOR WINDOW!

NOW THE FUN STARTS! I WENT THROUGH THAT PLACE LAST WEEK, RIGGED A FEW CONTRAPTONS FOR THE BOYS TO TRIP OVER! OUGHT TO BE GOOD FOR SOME LAUGHS BEFORE THE EVENING'S OVER!

THERE HE IS AGAIN... POOR KID MUST HAVE RAN ALL THE WAY UP TO THE SECOND FLOOR AS IF THERE WAS A GHOST BEHIND HIM!
JUST A BOYISH FRANK, THAT'S ALL?
THINKS HE'LL TURN THE TABLES AND SCARE US A BIT? PROBABLY SITTING UP THERE IN THE ATTIC, WAITING TO JUMP OUT AND YELL BOO AT ME WHEN I COME UP TO RELIEVE HIM.

THAT'S ALL?
THINKS HE'LL TURN THE TABLES AND SCARE US A BIT? PROBABLY SITTING UP THERE IN THE ATTIC, WAITING TO JUMP OUT AND YELL BOO AT ME WHEN I COME UP TO RELIEVE HIM.

ONE OF 'EM MAY HAVE GOTTEN HENDERSON THEN CAUSE IT'S BEEN SEVERAL MINUTES SINCE WE SAW HIM AT THE SECOND FLOOR... AND IT DOESN'T TAKE THAT LONG TO GET UP TO THE ATTIC!

SO WE'LL HAVE A LITTLE CHANGE OF PLANS... TO MEET THE EMERGENCY! INSTEAD OF LES WILTON GOING UP THERE... WE'LL PICK THE SECOND PLEDGE! HEY... WATERS!

I DON'T KNOW HOW HE DID IT... BUT WILTON'S GOT THESE FRESHMEN SHAKING IN THEIR BOOTS! NO GUY WOULD NORMALLY TREMBLE AT THE THOUGHT OF A HAUNTED HOUSE... UNLESS HE THOUGHT THERE WAS DIRTY WORK AFOOT!

WHAT IN THE WORLD DID YOU DO TO THAT HOUSE, WILTON? THESE BOYS HAVE A LOOK OF ABSOLUTE DREAD ON THEIR FACES!

AW, IT'S NOTHING! JUST A COUPLE LOOSE STEPS, A FEW COBWEBS, SOME SQUEAKY DOORS.

AW, THEY PROBABLY TURNED RIGHT AROUND FROM THE SECOND FLOOR... AN WE'LL FIND 'EM HIDING NEAR THE FRONT DOOR. IF THESE GUYS HAVEN'T THE GUTS TO GO UP THERE... THEN THEY'RE NOT FIT TO BE GAMMA DELTAS!

I DON'T KNOW HOW HE DID IT... BUT WILTON'S GOT THESE FRESHMEN SHAKING IN THEIR BOOTS! NO GUY WOULD NORMALLY TREMBLE AT THE THOUGHT OF A HAUNTED HOUSE... UNLESS HE THOUGHT THERE WAS DIRTY WORK AFOOT!

M-ME? YEAH... BE RIGHT THERE!

HMM... MAYBE THERE IS!

HEH HEH! LOOK AT HIS FACE, WILL YOU? IMAGINE THAT, A GROWN MAN, SHAKING LIKE A TEEN-AGE GIRL GOING PAST A GRAVEYARD!

I'M BEGINNING TO THINK THAT I WOULDN'T LIKE THIS SET-UP MYSELF!

WHAT IN THE WORLD DID YOU DO TO THAT HOUSE, WILTON? THESE BOYS HAVE A LOOK OF ABSOLUTE DREAD ON THEIR FACES!

AW, IT'S NOTHING! JUST A COUPLE LOOSE STEPS, A FEW COBWEBS, SOME SQUEAKY DOORS.

AW, IT'S HAPPENED AGAIN... WATERS NEVER REACHED THAT ATTIC WINDOW!

I DON'T LIKE THE LOOKS OF THIS!
YOU... ARLING... C'MON OVER HERE! YOU'RE NEXT, MAN. GO UP TO THAT ATTIC AND TELL THOSE PALS OF YOURS TO STOP THEIR MONKEY-SHINES! THIS IS A FRATERNITY INITIATION... NOT A SCHOOLBOY PRANK!

I-I DON'T THINK I... OR THEY'LL FIND YOU... I CAME TO GO...

WE DIDN'T PLAN ANY JOKES LIKE THAT! AND I DON'T LIKE THE LOOKS OF THIS... IT'S NOT LIKE WATERS AND HENDERSON TO FOOL AROUND! BUT I'LL GO! SPOKEN LIKE A REAL GAMMA DELT-TO-BE!

YOU'LL GO ALL RIGHT... THINK I... OR THEY'LL FIND YOU IN A DITCH! I DIDN'T RIG UP THIS PLACE JUST TO HAVE A COUPLE PUNKS SPOIL OUR FUN! IF THE THREE OF YOU ARE PLANNING TO GIVE ME A SCARE... YOU'LL REGRET IT!

HEH, HEH! LOOK AT 'IM SHAKING! BET THE OTHER TWO'LL HAVE A BIG SURPRISE FOR ARLING... THINKING IT'S THEIR BELOVED LES WILTON!

RATS! NOTHING'S WRONG UP THERE... ARLING'S AT THE FIRST FLOOR SAFE AND SOUND! FROM THE LOOK ON HIS FACE HE MUST HAVE STUMBELED OVER THAT SKELETON I BORROWED FROM THE LAB, TOO!

FIVE MINUTES, WILTON... AND NO SIGN OF ARLING... ALL THREE OF 'EM GONE!

HE'S AT THE SECOND FLOOR... ON HIS WAY TO THE ATTIC! HOLD YOUR BREATH, BOYS... HERE'S WHERE THE REAL FUN BEGINS... IN THE NEXT SIXTY SECONDS.

THE STUPID PUNKS... TOO YELLOW TO TAKE THAT LAST FLIGHT OF STEPS? I'LL SHOW 'EM REAL FEAR.
GIMME THAT LIGHT, JENKINS... I'LL GO UP THERE MYSELF! FIRST TO PROVE TO ALL OF YOU THAT THERE'S NO DANGER UP THERE... AND SECOND, TO KICK THOSE GUYS OUT OF THAT PLACE... AND OUT OF THE GAMMA DELTA!

MAYBE WE SHOULDN'T HAVE LET WILTON PLAN THIS WHOLE INITIATION BY HIMSELF! HE'S LIABLE TO GO OVERBOARD ON THIS HAZING BUSINESS... THE BOYS IN THAT HOUSE MAY HAVE HURT THEMSELVES!

FOR ALL WE KNOW HE MIGHT HAVE STUCK SOME RATTLENAKES IN THE OLD DUMP...

I TOLD YOU I DIDN'T LIKE THIS WHOLE SET-UP! THE WINDOW... IT'S BEEN SMASHED!

I... IT'S WILTON...

THOUGHT I'D INJECT A LITTLE EXCITEMENT INTO THIS INITIATION... DO I LOOK ANY THE WORSE FOR WEAR?

FIFTEEN MINUTES SINCE WE SAW WILTON...

THE SECONDS TICKED BY IN THAT LONELY AREA KNOWN AS PALMER'S PLACE... SECONDS BECAME MINUTES... AND THE MINUTES STRETCHED INTERMINABLY.

SOMETHING'S GOING ON IN THAT HOUSE THAT WE DON'T KNOW ABOUT! AND THE WAY THOSE THREE FRESHMAN HATED WILTON... THEY MAY HAVE GIVEN HIM A BAD BEATING!

SOMETHING'S GOING ON HERE ON THE SECOND FLOOR EITHER!

I... I HOPE IT'S ONLY THAT! LET'S HURRY!

W... WHAT TH...?
WE'LL COMB THIS PLACE UNTIL WE FIND ALL FOUR OF 'EM! MIKE, FRED, SEARCH EACH ROOM WITH A FINE-TOOTH COMB! WE'LL GET THIS THING STRAIGHTENED OUT IF IT TAKES THE REST OF THE NIGHT!

NOT A TRACE OF ANYONE IN THE FRONT ROOM OR ANY OF THE OTHERS EITHER! THE DUST WASN'T EVEN DISTURBED!

AND OUTSIDE, NO FOOTPRINTS WHICH MEANS THEY'RE ALL STILL IN THE HOUSE!

NO ONE ON THE SECOND FLOOR EITHER! AND SINCE NO ONE COULD HAVE LEFT THE HOUSE... THEY MUST ALL BE UP THERE!

T. THE ATTIC.

T. THIS IS PROBABLY WILTON'S IDEA OF A JOKE! HAZING THE WHOLE BUNCH OF US! WELL... HERE GOES...

T. THE DOOR OPENS EASILY AS IF SOMEONE ELSE OPENED IT BEFORE WE DID!

6-GOOD HEAVEN'S!

I. IT'S WILTON! H. HE'S AGED FIFTY YEARS IN THE LAST FEW MINUTES... HIS HAIR... IT'S TURNED WHITE!

H. HE LOOKS AS IF HE'S GONE INSANE! LISTEN TO HIS MOANING!

NEVER SEEN ANYTHING LIKE THIS... NEVER EVEN HEARD OF ITS EQUAL! THAT WILTON KID... CAN'T GET A COHERENT WORD OUT OF HIM! HIS MIND... IT'S CRACKED... HE'S COMPLETELY INSANE! AND THE OTHERS VANISHED?

AGAIN AND AGAIN THE POLICE SEARCHED THE BUILDING THE NEXT FEW DAYS BUT NO FURTHER INFORMATION WAS UNCOVERED... AND THEN ABOUT A WEEK AFTER THE NIGHT OF HORROR...

THERE SHE GOES... CONSIGNED TO FLAMES BY THE COUNTY COMMISSIONER! AND WITH IT... THE LAST TRACE OF WHAT HAPPENED TO ARLING, WATERS AND HENDERSON!

FIFTEEN YEARS AGO IT HAPPENED... AND NO EXPLANATION HAS EVER BEEN FOUND AS TO THE DISAPPEARANCE OF THE THREE FRESHMEN... OR WHAT AwFUL HOrRORS LES WILTON SAW IN THE MOMENTS BEFORE HIS MIND CRUMLED!
OUT OF THE GRAVE

The Thing stirred slowly, the dirt against its mouth and body. It pushed upward, clawing. Slowly the earth gave way, and clean fresh air seeped down into the shallow grave...

He got to his feet clumsily. Stood erect in the moonlight, seeing the trees all around him, hearing the croaking of the bullfrogs by the lakeshore. The wind rustled his rotted garments. He lifted his head, stood listening. He could not hear that cry now. But down there, down in that shallow grave where he had lain for weeks, he had heard a scream. A scream that made him seek the open air.

He was dead. He knew that. But inside him there was a power that let him move, that stirred his rotted legs and arms, that let his sightless eyes see and his shredded ears hear.

Who was he? He did not remember his name, or anything about himself. The fact that he could see and walk, that something had summoned him, was all he could know.

He moved forward at a stumbling walk. He must find whatever it was that brought him back from the dead, that made him walk the earth again, a horrible figment from a distorted nightmare.

When he came to the lake, he stared at his reflection in the limpid, still waters. He had no nose, and bits of flesh clung here and there to whitened skull that was beginning to show through. Where his eyes should have been, there were only twin black hollows. And his teeth gleamed white and hungry, because he had no lips.

He lifted his head. This time he heard it. A scream!

He started straight toward it, walking into the cold water, not feeling it. He stumbled over submerged logs and rocks, but he kept walking at that slow, steady pace. Stumbling forward, always moving.

The man tied a gag around her lips so she could not scream again. He said, "It's all over, Marie. No sense yelling. No one can hear you in these woods. That's why my little cabin here comes in so handy. I — ah — write finish to a few of my better jobs.

"Jim," the girl whimpered, arching her neck to avoid the gag. "Jim will save me. You can't kill me... Jim will save me."

The man laughed. "Jim is dead, Marie. I killed him. If I hadn't finished him, maybe I couldn't get rid of you. He would come after me... try to get revenge. This way, it's safe."

"Jim said he would protect me. That wherever he was... he would know when I was in danger and come to save me!"

The man tied the gag so she could not speak again. Her wrists and legs were tied to a heavy log chair. The man stood back and nodded.

"With you out of the way, Marie, your inheritance will revert to me,
your cousin. It will be very legal. I will wait seven years and have you declared legally dead. In the meantime, I will enjoy the estate as its trustee. I will not hurry. I am not too greedy. No one will ever know I killed you!"

The man went to a coal stove and lifted out a pine branch smeared with pitch. The branch was flaming, the red tongues of fire casting a scarlet glow around the room. He went and touched the blazing branch to the tiny bed, to the rug on the floor and the curtains on the window. The room caught fire. It swirled up, hot and eager, eating the logs and the furniture. He had prepared well. Everything was drenched in kerosene.

The man tossed the burning tree-limb on the floor. He backed out the door; stood there a minute, watching the fire leap and roar.

"Two and a half million dollars," he said to the wide-eyed, almost fainting girl. "That's what I'm getting out of this. I buried your Jim a few miles back in the densest part of these woods. Maybe the fire I'm starting will burn him too... because the woods will go up like paper!"

The heat was awful. The man turned and ran.

From the fringe of the trees, he saw the Thing coming at its stumbling, shambling gait. The Thing was looking at the burning cabin. It did not see him. The man put his hands over his mouth. He was sick. He whimpered, "Jim..."

The Thing went into the fire. He did not feel it licking at his clothes, at his rotting flesh. He was dead. He could not feel anything.

There! Right in front of him. He did not know the girl had tainted merci-

fully just before he came in the door. He did not remember who the girl was. All he knew was that a long time ago, in a different world, he had promised that no harm would come to her!

He picked the girl up, chair and all. He turned and went toward the door. His clothes flamed. His hair was gone. Even the dried strips of flesh still clinging to his body were charred. Here and there a white bit of bone protruded. Where the fire had touched the bone, it was black and scorchéd.

The man crouching in the underbrush screamed and screamed. He screamed as the Thing put the girl down far away from the fire. He screamed as the Thing turned its fleshless face toward him. He screamed and tried to flee as the Thing shambled toward him.

The Thing picked him up and held him clutchéd to the rotting chest. He went at his steady, remorseless pace, onward and onward, through the forest, carrying the man who would have inherited two and a half million dollars.

The man tried to fight, but the Thing was strong. He held the man easily.

He was still holding him when he came back to the grave. The Thing fell on top of the man, pinned him in the grave with his heavy weight.

And the Thing began, with one rotting hand, to fill the grave with loosened dirt, burying them both.

It did not take long to fill the grave. Before long, there would be two dead men in it. It was nice to have company down here where everything was cold and black.

After a while the screaming stopped,...
Boris Petaja was skilled in the tricks of ancient and modern magic. His hands moved and his voice called on the spirits to aid him. Deep down in his brain, something stirred and whispered, that his magic was not faked... but real! And brooding, Boris Petaja became...

THE MAD MAGICIAN

FOOLS. IF THEY ONLY KNEW THAT WHAT THEY THINK IS TRICKERY CAN BE DONE JUST AS WELL WITHOUT STAGE PROPS!

I SHALL PROVE IT TO THE WORLD... I BORIS PETAJA! TONIGHT I WILL SAW A MAN IN TWO... AND THEN PUT HIM TOGETHER AGAIN... WITH NO FALSE BOTTOMED CABINET TO HELP ME!

As he bowed to the applause of a cheering audience, the magician smiled coldly to himself...
Tonight is the big experiment! The man I drugged on that mountain road is in chains... awaiting the test. The power is on full, the electric saw has been sharpened.

Good evening, sir. I hurried as quickly as possible! Now we will begin...

Do you doubt my magical powers? I say you will not be hurt! My power is such that even after you have been sawed in half, you will be alive and well.

Slowly Doris Petaja set about his work. The lights dimmed as the powerful saw whirred and buzzed. With furrows of concentration he moved the saw forward...

The next few minutes will tell the story of my greatest success!

Far up in the hills beyond Metropolis City, a stone-walled mansion nestled. Its eyries swarmed with bats within its walls. From time to time, screams of agony had been heard...

Hours later, they were high in the wooded areas. The smooth purr of the motor is highlighted by the weird cry of a prowling cat.

Darling, you’re so quiet. You aren’t frightened, are you?

Well, the police found a man’s body just about here, Jim. It was sawed in half! Jim, that’s so horrible! I’ve dreamed of that body! Jim, I’m scared!

Two weeks later, miles away in Metropolis City, reporter Jim Granite and his pretty wife pack up to travel eastward.

I think this is the break I’ve been after, honey. A column all my own!

But I wish we weren’t driving in. I have a strange feeling that something awful is going to happen to one of us!
WHAT COULD HAPPEN? I DON'T KNOW. BUT THIS SECTION OF THE MOUNTAINS IS SO REMOTE... WHY, A MADMAN COULD LIVE HERE... AND NEVER EVEN BE SUSPECTED! JIM—LOOK OUT!

GNNNYAAAAAHHH!

CRASH!

COULDN'T STOP...

LESS THAN A MILE AWAY...

A CRASH! SCREAMS! WHY, THAT SOUNDS AS IF SOMEONE MIGHT HAVE LANDED IN OUR LITTLE TRAP? COME, CZAR! COME, CAESAR! TO YOUR WORK!

YOU'VE HAD AN ACCIDENT, BUT MY HOME IS NEARBY. COME, LET ME HELP YOU UP.

MY... HUSBAND? IS HE... ALL RIGHT?

A NIGHT'S REST WILL MAKE HIM AS GOOD AS NEW! LUCKILY, I HAVE PLENTY OF ROOM!

YOU'RE SO KIND.

KIND? WELL, PERHAPS BECAUSE I'M GOING TO LET ONE OF THEM SHARE MY GREATNESS. ONE OF THEM WILL BE SAWED IN HALF... AND THEN BE REJOINED. THE WORLD WILL KNOW AND RECOGNIZE MY GREATNESS!
As he chats on, Boris Petaja's nimble fingers... Skilled with the deft practice of long years of magical mystery... Drop tiny powder-pills into the gleaming glasses...

THAT NIGHT BORIS PETAJA PLAYED THE GAY HOST. HIS QUIPS AND WITICISMS, THE EXCELLENT FOOD AND IMPORTED WINES THAT DECORATED HIS TABLE CONVINCED HIS GUESTS THAT HE WAS EVERYTHING HE SEEMED...

LESS THAN TEN MINUTES LATER... AH, THIS IS SPLENDID! TWO SLEEPING GUESTS, TWO HELPERS WAITING TO MAKE THE NAME OF BORIS PETAJA THE GREATEST OF ALL IN THE ANNALS OF MAGICIANS!

WHY, I... MUST HAVE ODDED OFF... JIM'S GONE, AND SO IS PETAJA! I... FEEL SO ODD...

MY DEAR, YOU SHOULD REST. YOUR HUSBAND IS ALREADY DOWNSTAIRS. YOU MUST SLEEP UNTIL THE EXPERIMENT IS OVER.

HE WILL NOT BE HURT, BECAUSE I WILL PUT HIM TOGETHER AGAIN AFTER I HAVE SAWED HIM IN HALF!

HE'S MAD!
I'VE GOT TO GET TO JIM TO SAVE HIM!
WATCH OUT! OHHHH!

Almost numb with fear, Alice ran on, breath sobbing in her straining lungs...

I'LL GET HER... BY THROWING THE AXE?

Maniacal laughter sounds echo to her wild scream of terror as Alice hurtles downward... Ha! Ha! Now she'll never betray the great secrets of Boris Petaja!

With her safely out of the way, I can continue my great experiment! Now no one shall stop me. No one can stop me!
MY PARTNER IS STILL FASTENED TIGHTLY! AND HE IS RECOVERING FROM THE DRUG. GOOD! HE CAN LISTEN AND UNDERSTAND AS I EXPLAIN MY THEORIES...

AWAKE, EH? THEN YOU'LL BE INTERESTED IN KNOWING THAT I INTEND TO SAW YOU IN HALF... THEN PUT YOU BACK TOGETHER AGAIN!

YOU... YOU CAN'T DO THAT! THAT'S ALL A TRICK!

DO I NOT KNOW THAT? THERE IS A BOTTOM LESS BOX USED, WITH A PLATFORM WITH A DETACHABLE DOOR TO IT, SO THAT THE PERSON TO BE SAWED IN HALF CAN DROP DOWN TO SAFETY, LEAVING THE FEET AND HEAD EXPOSED! BUT THAT IS... TRICKERY!

I AM NOT A STAGE TRICKSTER! I AM A MAGICIAN! I WILL REALLY SAW YOU IN HALF... THEN BY MAGIC, WILL RESTORE YOU TO COMPLETENESS!

NO... NO! YOU'LL MURDER ME... KILL ME!

SOON NOW, THE WORLD WILL RECOGNIZE THE GREATNESS OF PETRA! SOON THEY WILL BEHOLD THE MIRACLE OF A MAN SAWED IN HALF... AND PUT BACK TOGETHER AGAIN!

As the rain melted downward, it bathed the crumpled form of Alice Crane where she lay huddled across a cliff-growing tree...

No use hurrying! Jim's... dead... by now! But maybe I can get the police... but that mad fiend... behind bars!

Even as the rotating saw bit deep into the wooden box, just as it was about to dig into his side... Jim Crane fainted...

Terrible night! Lightning might even hit me... put an end to me... just as... Poor Jim! Never mind!

Refreshed and strengthened by the rain she staggered down the cliffside, and along a country road...
An hour later, in a farmer's kitchen

A live wire! I'll report it, soon as we get to that house!

Jim! You're... you're safe! Oh, merciful heaven!

Police! You'll never take me alive!

You stupid fools! No one appreciates my genius!

Stop him! He's going to jump!

I thought you would be dead, darling. Yet you're alive!

The saw was just about to touch me when the power failed! The electric current failed somewhere along the line?

That live wire that we saw that was it! Somebody must have cut it with a sharp instrument.

Petaja Hao a crack of cutting things in half. Girls or the stage, mer in this cellar light company wires and now... himself! He landed on a metal fence. It cut him right in two!
Perhaps you have never heard the legends about the Okefenokee Swamp... how men have gone into that 40 mile stretch of bogs, quicksand, water, and overgrowth and never came out! Here is the real story behind these legends!

The Thing in the Swamp!

As the two men in the flatbottom boat glide slowly upstream, deeper and deeper into the heart of the dreaded Okefenokee Swamp... the dank, murky stillness is suddenly shattered...

Hoo-hoo-o-o-o-o-o-o-o! You two...

Look, Sam! That old guy on the bank is waving to us...

Come ashore! Don't go on any further! I see you...

科学性悬疑故事
LET’S GO OVER AND SEE WHAT HE’S RAVING ABOUT! HE LOOKS TERRIFIED!

OKAY, SAM! PLEASE! DON’T GO PAST THIS SPOT... PLEASE! PLEASE!

WHAT’S THE TROUBLE, OLD MAN?

YOU MUSTN’T GO ON INTO THE SWAMP! YOU’LL NEVER COME OUT ALIVE IF YOU DO!

LOOK, STRANGER! WE’VE HEARD ALL ABOUT THIS SWAMP! ALL ABOUT PEOPLE WHO GO INTO IT AND ARE NEVER SEEN AGAIN!

BUT WE THINK IT’S ALL NONSENSE! I’VE MAPPED OUR TRIP SO FAR! IT’LL BE A SIMPLE MATTER TO RETRACE OUR STEPS...

NONSENSE, EH? GENTLEMEN! I WARN YOU! THE LEGEND OF THE OKFENOKEE IS REAL! I KNOW! YOU’LL NEVER COME OUT ALIVE... UNLESS YOU LET ME GUIDE YOU!

OH, I GET IT NOW! LOOKIN’ FOR A FAST BUCK... THAT’S ALL!

NO! NO! YOU’RE WRONG! I’LL DO IT FOR NOTHING!

JUST WHAT IS IT IN THIS SWAMP THAT PEOPLE ARE SO AFRAID OF?

ONLY I KNOW WHAT ACTUALLY IS...

TELL US, OLD MAN! WHAT IS IT?

COME INTO MY SHACK... AND I’LL RELATE THE WHOLE STORY...
The old man leads the other two into his crude hut. They seat themselves on roughly hewn chairs. Then the old one begins to speak.

About twenty-five years ago, three people came to this part of the Okefenokee. Three scientists: one was middle-aged, one was a young woman, his daughter, and the third... a young man... the girl’s fiancé...

The old man leads the other two into his crude hut. They seat themselves on roughly hewn chairs. Then the old one begins to speak.

Yes, Marie! After all, we would receive a great deal of criticism to create living matter... to create life... is something that is considered beyond the realm of science...

So you see, Marie, we must separate ourselves from society, at least for a while...

And so, Professor Carl Ward, Marie Ward and Robert Colby set to work, building a laboratory. Here... here in the Okefenokee... at last... we are finished!

Now we can unpack our equipment, all our apparatus, and begin our work.

The spank of life, Eh, professor? Exactly! We are lacking a certain condition! A certain stimulus!

Perhaps... electricity, father? Perhaps if we shocked this combination of compounds and elements the living process would begin.

We will try it, Marie! We will try everything! The condition or stimulant is what we must discover.

Their experimenting began...

We know what protoplasm... living tissue... contains... we have analyzed it and we know every chemical... in its proper proportion! And yet... when we place them together... combine them... they do not begin to... to... live! There is one 'element' missing.

They had a dream, these three! They were going to solve the problem that baffled science for centuries! They were going to solve the secret of life...!
WHAT DO YOU SEE, ROBERT? NO SIGN OF LIFE. EXPERIMENT 214: FAILURE!

WHAT DO YOU SEE, ROBERT? NO SIGN OF LIFE. EXPERIMENT 214: FAILURE!

FOR FOUR LONG MONTHS, THE THREE SCIENTISTS WORKED... TRIED... FAILED.
X-RAY, 10,000 VOLTS... 702 EXPERIMENT... FAILURE!!
RADIIU... EXPOSURE 3 SECONDS AT 2 INCHES... EXPERIMENT 1045: FAILURE!
INFRA-RED... URANIUM... FAILURE!!
ULTRA-VIOLET... FAILURE!!
HIGH-FREQUENCY SOUND-WAVES...

IT'S USELESS!!! USELESS!!
NO! NO!! DON'T PROFESSOR WARD!!

IN THE DAYS AND WEEKS THAT FOLLOWED THEY TRIED EVERYTHING.
THIS TIME WE'LL TRY 004 MICRO-VOLTS IF IT DOESN'T WORK ELECTRICITY AS WE KNOW IT IS NOT THE ANSWER! READY?
In a fit of rage, professor Ward had flung the beaker containing the precious combinations of chemicals through the window into the stagnant, murky waters of the swamp. Slowly the beaker sank and the mixture spread over the surface of the still water.

Lazily it drifted along, coming to rest near a rotted log. And then... it happened! There, in the dank, dark waters of the swamp, in the heat... and the stench... and the dampness... it happened! Unknown... unexplained! The condition that they had tried for five long months to create... came about.

It lived! The small mixture of chemicals and basic elements began to live! A simple form of life with no structure. Just a shapeless, amoeba-like mass of living protoplasm.

At first, it remained small, feeding on microscopic organisms, but then... as it grew... larger and larger... it seemed larger food... smaller fish, insects! It enveloped them as an amoeba does... secreting digestive juices that dissolve the victims into a form more easily absorbed...

And still it grew, uncontrolled. Bigger... bigger! It moved about now, out of the water onto the land... enveloping and absorbing everything in its path.
Meanwhile, Professor Ward and his daughter had met with a new problem! Robert Colby...

What are you saying, exactly what I mean? What's come over you, Colby?

A scientist... talking like that! What's coming over you, Colby?

I don't know! Only I'm getting out... before it's too late...

Are you coming with me, Marie?

But... Bob?

You see, Marie! He's turned out to be a sniveling coward! Go on, Colby! Get out! A true scientist is never afraid of anything!

Are you coming, Marie?

My place is here, Robert. With my father and our work. You'd better go.

Colby turned and left. He crossed the rickety walk from the house over the swamp to the bank. Suddenly he heard a terrified scream:

EEEEEEEEEEEEEEER!

What the?

What he saw made his blood freeze. His hair stood on end. The laboratory was collapsing into a mass of quivering writhing living matter.

No! No! It can't be!
Professor Ward and Marie—both screaming hysterically, were being sucked into that hideous blob of living matter! Helpless to do anything, Colby Stodd, terrified watched it all.

As a final muffled cry echoed through the silent swamp, and the clawing, clutching hand of Professor Ward disappeared into the rippling mass...

So you see gentlemen, that is what awaits you in the deep dark depths of the Okefenokee! The life that they had helped to create, and that had destroyed Professor Ward and his daughter, waits to destroy you.

Thats quite a yarn, old timer, but if you dont mind, I find it hard to believe.

Yea! Let's go Sam.

Remember, gentlemen, I warned you! You see—my name is Robert Colby.

Sure, old man.

The two men push their flatbottom boat out into the stream. Their laughter drifting across the stagnant silent water, slowly they make their way upstream. Suddenly:

Colby! He said his name was Colby! That was the name of the young scientist that escaped the swamp. Look!

What? Why no? No! It's... its the thing...

Well, dear readers, did you like this story? Did you like the other stories in this book? Won't you vote for your favorite so we can see the kind of stories you want? Write us and tell us which one you liked best:

1. The Wall (a psychological study)
2. The Mad Magician (an adventure in horror)
3. The House of Horror (a journey into the supernatural)
4. The Thing in the Swamp (a scientific suspense story)